[Study of inversion and classification of particle size distribution under dependent model algorithm].
For the total light scattering particle sizing technique, an inversion and classification method was proposed with the dependent model algorithm. The measured particle system was inversed simultaneously by different particle distribution functions whose mathematic model was known in advance, and then classified according to the inversion errors. The simulation experiments illustrated that it is feasible to use the inversion errors to determine the particle size distribution. The particle size distribution function was obtained accurately at only three wavelengths in the visible light range with the genetic algorithm, and the inversion results were steady and reliable, which decreased the number of multi wavelengths to the greatest extent and increased the selectivity of light source. The single peak distribution inversion error was less than 5% and the bimodal distribution inversion error was less than 10% when 5% stochastic noise was put in the transmission extinction measurement values at two wavelengths. The running time of this method was less than 2 s. The method has advantages of simplicity, rapidity, and suitability for on-line particle size measurement.